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Pixelversity is a ‘learning bridge’ between practitioners, cultural and non-proit organisations, interested individuals 
and larger institutions, and an outreach programme extending beyond Helsinki.

Pixelversity 2011 

February / Dave Griiths presents FoAM 

Dave Griiths  presented  FoAM, who are 

brought their Groworld Bazaar to Pixelache in 

March. He gave context and background to 

this project as well as revealed work that FoAM 

has been developing in recent years. As well as 

explaining FoAM’s work in connecting plants 

and people, the talk included cooking recipes, 

livecoding, robot cats playing chess, and demos 

of prototype computer games.  Dave was raised 

on an early education in weaving, bell ringing 

and 8bit computers, and is now a software art-

ist and enthusiastic livecoding performer, in a 

band called slub. His background is in computer 

graphics and R&D an he is now a full time free 

software developer based in Helsinki, Finland, 

publishing all code he writes under the GPL 

licence and working for FoAM, an independant 

art and research group.

February / Henry Collins presents video/data 

bending

Henry Collins has been experimenting with creat-

ing ‘Error Art’ through data and video bending. 

Data bending is the creative misuse of digital 

media. It is in close relation to the art of circuit 

bending, which is the creative short circuiting 

of electronic items. Due to the prevalence of 

computers in everyday life there are literally 

thousands of computer programs, digital formats 

and ile types. This overload of digital technol-

ogy available to us is prime for playing with in 

unexpected and unpredicted ways.

This presentation looked at methods of data 

bending – exploiting errors by attempting to 

‘break’ technology. It discussed various ways to 

corrupt image and video iles enabling us to see 

the surreal side of the once functional. The results 

vary from nonsensical digital pixel noise, to feasts 

of bleeding colours and jittery imagery.

March / Edward Shanken presents Contemporary 

Art & New Media: Towards a Hybrid Discourse 

Edward Shanken lectured on his current research, 

which attempts to bridge the gap between the 

discourses of mainstream contemporary art and 

new media art.

On this subject, Shanken organised a panel dis-

cussion at Art Basel 2010 with Nicolas Bourriaud, 

Peter Weibel and Michael Grey, gave a confer-

ence paper at ISEA2010 Dortmund, and chaired a 

panel discussion at the 2011 Annual Conference 

of the College Art Association of America in New 

York. This topic has been a hot topic of debate 

on listserves but is only now beginning to attract 

substantial scholarly attention, as in Graham and 

Cook’s Curating New Media (2010), Domenico 

Quaranta’s Media, New Media, Postmedia (2010), 

and Shanken’s monograph-in-progress, Contem-

porary Art and New Media: Towards a Hybrid 

Discourse.

April / ‘Scarecrows & Other Ways of Care-taking’

As part of this year’s Kuebiko 2011 programme, 

organised by Artists in the Archipalego, a semi-

nar titled ‘Kuebiko- linnunpelättimiä ja muita 

suojelijoita’ (Scarecrows & other ways of care-

taking) took place on the 9th of April. It brought 

together rural cultural heritage, participatory 

actions & bio-ecosystem awareness with self-

organised art practices.

Kuebiko refers to the scarecrow and weather 

vane (suomeksi: linnunpelätin ja tuuliviiri) built 

last year by Artists in the Archipalego collective. 

They borrowed its name from Japanese Shinto 

culture and it stands for a spirit of knowledge in 

the form of a scarecrow. “Because he stands all 

day outdoors, he knows everything”. Being two-

faced, he sees everywhere.
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July / Unconference on Art and Sustainability 

This unconference event during the summer, 

from 28-31st July, was a meeting of local, re-

gional or international practitioners and organis-

ers in the Estonian countryside, to address the 

pressing topic of art & energy sustainability in 

cultural production.

Many artists do address environmental themes 

in their work, but there is very little discussion 

about the environmental efects of the process 

itself. Theatre performance uses much electricity 

live for it’s light and sound, while electronic arts 

consumes energy in all aspects of its material 

component manufacturing, production, per-

formance, distribution and presentation.

This occasion served as a networking and shar-

ing event about recent progress on the topic.

While visiting Finland as a key note speaker at the 

ICA2011 Conference in Mikkeli, Molly Scott Cato 

presented her economic position. This event was 

organised in cooperation with Demos Helsink

Molly Scott Cato is a Reader in Green Economics 

at Cardif School of Management and Director of 

Cardif Institute for Co-operative Studies. In 2009 

she published Green Economics: An Introduc-

tion to Theory, Policy and Practice and she has 

also written widely on themes concerned with 

mutualism, social enterprise, policy responses to 

climate change, banking and inance, and local 

economies. Molly is an active member of the 

Green Party, standing for election at all levels and 

currently speaking for the Party on economic 

issues. 

August / Molly Scott Cato presents Green Eco-

nomics 
June / Kallio Expedition: Uses and Abuses of 

Public Space 

Expedition/workshop led by artist Otto Karvonen 

and artist-curator Jon Irigoyen in the end of May, 

focused on Kallio, a neighbourhood that is un-

dergoing a process of change, from a traditional 

working class neighbourhood into a new centre 

of creative culture. The Helsinki city urban devel-

opment plan for the areas of Sörnäistenranta and 

Hermanninranta is the starting point for the pro-

cess. The expedition/workshop explored the posi-

tive and negative efects of this change and how 

they are visible in the everyday reality. 

Following on from April’s Kuebiko seminar, the 

next Pixelversity event brought together two of 

Southern Finland’s collectives which experiment 

with electronics and new approaches to physical 

technology and hardware, namely Association of 

Experimental Electronics (Koelse) and Kodinkone-

musiikin ystävät (Kokomys).

While the Artist in the Archipalego Network or-

ganised a workshop weekend for selected artists 

to make their own Kuebiko (a scarecrow), Koelse & 

Kokomys joined together on their own agenda, set 

by their own projects. They created a temporary 

outdoor electronics lab, exploring self-generating 

and renewable energy sources, such as solar or 

human-powered cranks.

May / Kuebiko Outdoor Electronics Lab

Pixelversity 2011 
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This trans-disciplinary weekend of events in sep-

tember aimed to connect the practice of informal 

cultural cooperation and formal cooperatives 

(kulttuuriosuuskunta) in Pirkkanmaa and wider 

Finland. Including the network cultural scenes of 

Pispala Kulttuuriyhdistys and Pixelache Helsinki, 

this event followed the ICA Global Research Con-

ference held in Mikkeli in late August. 

The Coop Camp was  an occasion to learn about 

cooperatives, to share experiences, stories and 

practices of diferent types of cooperativism, as 

well as a place to ask for co-operators, gathering 

not only local Finnish cultural perspectives and 

ambitions, but also those of a more international 

networked scene. The keynote speaker was Franz 

Nahrada from Vienna and the Global Villages Net-

work; 

September / Coop Camp

Open P2P Design brings open source and peer-

to-peer dynamics inside a community-centered 

design process, in order to have real co-design 

projects with people and their communities. We 

can use Open P2P Design for co-designing Open 

Design processes or commercial or public services 

with open and peer-to-peer dynamics, starting 

from communities and involving them inside the 

design process. 

Two-weekend workshop was led by Massimo 

Menichinelli, who s a designer working and re-

searching on open collaborative projects and the 

systems that design them. He founded openp2p-

design.org, a collaborative project for the research 

and design of open, complex and collaborative 

projects, systems and processes.

September / Open P2P Design: How to co-design 

an Open Design community
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